
Tutor – Climate Change focus. 

What is Cop 26?

How can we fight climate breakdown individually and 
as a school?

Key concepts – Sustainable lifestyle



Question: What is Cop 26? Play video to 2mins 27 secs.

https://youtu.be/hNzr75MbzZs

https://youtu.be/hNzr75MbzZs


Global leaders are meeting at Cop 26 to discuss 
the climate crisis. 

This can feel very distant from our day to day 
lives. 

Two key questions we are going to consider 
today.

1) What can we do to help prevent global 
warming as individuals?

2) What might we do to help prevent global 
warming as a school?



What are some of the things that you think you could do to reduce 
some of the emissions made when you are at home, when you travel 
and when you eat?

Household
• Heating 

• Electricity

• Water

Transport
• Cars

• Trains

• Planes

• Buses

• Ships

Diet
• Food from far 

away

• Meat and dairy

• Food made with 
pesticides
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Household:
• Residential buildings are responsible for 15% of carbon emissions through electricity and heating.
• But our energy supply globally is responsible for 24% of carbon emissions. We don’t all spend all our time at home!

Some solutions: At home: turn your lights off, put a jumper on instead of turning up the radiator. At school/work: turning lights off. 

Transport:
Which do you think is the worst? Planes. Which do you think is the best? Trains. (Bikes!)
Public transport is better because it means less vehicles are on the road. 
In the UK people travel a lot! Only about 5% of the world have been on a plane.

Some solutions: cycle, walk and use public transport. 

Diet:
• There is enough food produced in the world to feed 14bn people. That’s the whole world twice over!
• 1bn are overweight
• 1bn are undernourished
• Agriculture produces 14% of the world’s greenhouse gases
• This rises to 30% when the loss of trees is taken into account!
• Meat especially because so much land used to grow food for the animals, then to keep them on
• Fertiliser produces nitrous oxide; x264 more effective at trapping heat that carbon dioxide
• Methane produced lamb and beef industries; x25 more effective at trapping heat than carbon dioxide

Some Solutions:
Eat local (less food miles), less meat and dairy. 

Did you think of any of these ideas?



How might your diet affect the planet? 

Question: Which of these meat products 
is potentially better for the planet?



+ +
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Challenge: How does 
animal agriculture create 
so much C02 emissions?

You need 2500 gallons of water, plus 12 pounds of grain, plus 75 
square feet of cleared land (no trees) to make 1 pound of beef



What can you do tomorrow to help fight 
climate change?

3 things I could do tomorrow to help fight climate change by myself are

1.

2.

3.

The easiest thing I could do to help is… because…

The hardest thing for me to change is… because…



Discussion question: 

In light of the global climate emergency, what could we do as a 
school to make a difference?

Things you might want to consider:

- What do we already do? 

- What do you think we could do better? 

E.g. Meet free Mondays?!

- How could we help raise awareness?

Feedback your ideas to your student council representative.  


